Connecting data to Wdesk
BENEFITS
Wdesk offers the ability for
two-way connections with separate
words and platforms. Pre-built
connections exist for Oracle ® ERP
Cloud, SAP ® S/4HANA, NetSuite ®,
Host Analytics ®, Intacct ®, and Excel ®.
The Wdesk connector allows users
to plug their work directly into a single
system or into multiple external systems.
Leverage lookups and linking to
build aggregations, reports, and
transformations in Wdesk, and use
the data and insights throughout the
rest of your work with linking. Then
easily refresh the data with just a click.
Get started today by using one of our
existing connectors, or build your own
integrations through our API.

Automation
No more manual efforts. Directly connect your ERP,
GL, or data warehouse to Wdesk. When you need
the latest information, just click Update, and Wdesk
refreshes the data.

Data governance
Like all data in Wdesk, data brought in through
external systems leaves a comprehensive audit trail.
View a detailed history of source systems used,
datasets, date and time of updates, and who
pulled in data.

Reduced risk
Because of the direct connection, data no longer
needs to be exported to Excel or manually handled
before entering Wdesk. That means fewer steps and
less chance of human error.

Once source of truth
Data from external systems can be leveraged across
the platform using formulas, lookups, and links—
creating a single, comprehensive source of truth
for your work, your team, and your organization.

The Wdesk cloud platform connects data, documents, and people
in powerful ways. Trusted by more than 2,800 organizations
worldwide, Wdesk drives collaboration and efficiency in
reporting and planning across your business.

FEATURES
Build your own connection
If your IT team would like to create a
connection or if you have an in-house
system, we can help. Using our connections
toolkit, data from your system(s) can be
sent to Wdesk Spreadsheets and used
throughout the Wdesk platform.

Pre-built connections
Workiva has a growing number
of pre-built and maintained
connections to supported systems,
including:
•

Oracle ERP Cloud

•
•
•
•

SAP S/4HANA
NetSuite
Intacct
Host Analytics

Connected sheets
The Wdesk connector for
Spreadsheets lets you connect
to data from other systems.
Sheet permissions help you
control who can edit and
update the source data that
drives your work in Wdesk.

ABOUT WORKIVA
Workiva (NYSE:WK) delivers Wdesk, an intuitive cloud platform that is modernizing how people work within
thousands of organizations, including over 70 percent of the 500 largest U.S. corporations by total revenue.
Wdesk is built upon a data management engine, offering controlled collaboration, data integration, granular
permissions, and a full audit trail. Wdesk helps mitigate risk, improves productivity, and gives users confidence
in their data-driven decisions. For more information, visit workiva.com.

Oracle ERP Cloud is a registered trademark of Oracle Corporation and/or its affiliates. SAP S/4HANA is a registered
trademark of SAP SE in Germany and in several other countries. NetSuite is a registered trademark of NetSuite Inc.
in the United States and other countries. Intacct is a registered trademark of the Intacct Corporation in the United
States. The Host Analytics solution is the common law and/or registered trademark of Host Analytics, Inc. in the
United States and/or in other countries. Excel is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United
States and/or other countries.

For more information, please contact
your account representative.
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